
A Guide to 
 Bayer PLUS Rewards Sign-up
                   MyBayerPLUS.com

Tech ID Mailer

> In the coming weeks farmers will receive a tech ID mailer with instructions to access the Bayer PLUS portal  

> Farmers will be able to create a Bayer account and sign up for Bayer PLUS Rewards in the portal

>  After an account has been created, farmers can view their tech ID information and edit their profile as desired.

>  Starting in January 2020, farmer’s will be able to see their purchases within the portal.

MyBayerPLUS.com

The NEW

1. Create your Bayer accont. 5. Got it! Just one more step…

8.

2. First, tell us a bit about you.

3. Next, choose a username and password for logging  
 in to your account.

4. Finally, let’s signup for Bayer PLUS Rewards.

6. You’re almost there

7. Account Verification



MyBayerPLUS.com

The NEW
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Purchases and Rewards

If your retailer is using EDI reporting, you will see purchases and rewards within 72 hours of invoice

If you have a discrepancy you have 2 options to resolve the issue

> Call the Customer Interaction Center (CIC) at 877-976-8286

> or Generate an online ticket

The CIC will help answer your questions.

Redeeming Rewards
> Beginning May 1, 2020 farmers can redeem up to 50% of their rewards

> Farmers will have the flexibility to redeem their rewards how they want. They can send them to themselves,  
their retailer, or even their financial institution. 

> As of October 31, 2020, farmers can redeem their remaining rewards. All rewards must be redeemed by April 20, 2021

> See program terms and conditions for full details.
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